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Tarisota Treats

Offering even more value for collections - four projects created especially for you.
By Ngaire Bartlam-

You will need one 6 x 4 inch photo

1. Cut the transparency into quarters and layer three of the quarters onto a
white card background, starting at the top right of the layout as you look at it.
2. Adhere your 7x5" portrait style photo to the layout over the area where all
three transparency squares meet. ( see layout image for placement.)
3. Add some torn off masking tape here and there on the layout.
4. Attach a piece of the white lace from your kit on the left side of your photo ,
using staple to adhere.
5. You may like to alter your flowers for this layout with a drop of ink into the
centre of some.. , or maybe some chalk brushed into the centre.. and finish with
a spray of gold mist.. ( allow time to dry before you begin the next step. You may
like to use a heat tool to speed up the process.)
6. Starting at the top right of the layout lay the paper prima flowers in a
scattered line down toward the bottom left of the page.
You may like to adhere some of them with foam tape for extra dimension. Go
with what your eye likes... and only adhere when you are happy with your
design. add a velvet leaf here and there for effect. when you have attached all
the flowers and leaves, finish with some gems or pearls inthe centre of the
flowers, and to create a flowing line from corner to corner.
7. Brush a little pink kindy glitz to your lettering ( and allow to dry ) before
attaching to the top left of your layout. as seen in the completed layout image.
8. Ink the edges of the layout with a soft pink inkpad.
9. Add journalling, and a date with a fine tipped black pen. Finish with a rub on
or two if desired!

Extra Products Needed - Masking tape,stapler, ink chalk gold mist ( optional) foam tape, black fine tip pen pink ink pad

By Mel Goodsell-

No. 6

You will need 15cm X 10cm and 7cm X 9.5cm

1. Select a 12 x 12 piece of kraft cardstock as the page base. Also select the
plain aqua circle fabric from the Addiction collection. Cut this to size - 29cm
x 13cm and position in the middle of the page.
2: Cut a piece of aqua/gold swirl fabric to size - 14.5cm X 2.5cm and tuck
slightly under the top right hand corner of the aqua circle piece of fabric.
3 - Adhere two photos onto the layout (15cm X 10cm and 7cm X 9.5cm).
Position the photos to the right hand side of the aqua circle fabric as shown
in the picture provided.
4 - Adhere the title (relax) so that it overlaps the larger photo and aqua circle
fabric. Machine stitch this into position if desired.
5: Adhere one of the large cream bird felt scrolls onto the bottom half of the
page. Place this at a slight angle so that the left hand side of the swirl
slightly covers the smaller sized photo. Using a second scroll, cut off
approximately 11cm of the left hand side and adhere to the layout above
the smaller sized photo.
6. Using a second sheet of Kraft cardstock, complete the journaling (print,
stamp or hand record this). Cut the journaling into small strips and adhere
onto the right hand side of the page (above and below the larger photo) to
complete the layout.
Extra Products Needed - Printer for journalling,
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Tickle your
fancy
By Gigi Kennedy -

You will need One 4 x6 inch photo

1. Trim kraft cardstock to 8 1/2" x 11"
2. Paint 4 scallop strip chipboard edges pale pink & let dry
3. Sew painted scallop strips (or use adhesive) onto layout as shown
4. Adhere title using Li'l Davis Vintage Wood Upper Case Alphabet
5.Adhere photo under title
6. Print journaling & cut into strips...ink edges (I used Ranger Industries Distress
Ink in Antique Linen)...adhere to layout as shown using foam tape
7. Adhere maya road flowers as shown
8. Ink edges with pink ink (I used Ranger Industries Distress Ink in Worn
Lipstick)

Extra Products Needed - pink acrylic piant distress ink sewing machine printer for journallling

By Jill Geraghty -Groves

You will need one 5 x 7 inch photo

1.Select pattern on transparency and cut one piece approximately 3” x 9”. Cut
another complementary piece approximately 6”x 1.5”. Attach to layout using
craft glue that dries clear.
2. Attach photo to layout.
3. Using Distress Ink, gently rub some colour around edge of tags using a soft
sponge applicator.
4. Attach Clock Tag to layout.
5. Journal on distressed Journalling Tag and attach to bottom LHS of photo,
tucking in behind photo to create depth.
6. Attach title to layout. Don’t be frightened to put part of the title over the top
of the photo as it is an easy way to create depth to your layout.
7. Attach tiny butterfly sequins to layout using craft glue
8. Stamp brackets onto bottom RHS of photo, under the title and journal if
required.
9. Attach button to top LHS of layout and decorate with Stickles
10. Thread a small piece of ribbon through heart charge and attach to layout.
Finally, to frame the page, gently swipe blue ink around the entire edge of page.
.
Extra Products Needed - Ranger Stickles Blue, Tim Holtz Distress Ink (Walnut)
Versamark Blue ink

